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Abstract. As more and more business processes are based on IT services the high
availability of these processes is dependent on the IT-Support. Thus, making the
IT-Support a critical success factor of companies. This paper presents how this
department can be supported by providing the staff with domain-specific and
high-quality solution material to help employees faster when errors occur. The
solution material is based on previously solved tickets because these contain
precise domain-specific solutions narrowed down to e.g., specific versions and
configurations of hard-/software used in the company. To retrieve the solution
material ontologies are used that contain the domain-specific vocabulary needed.
Because not all previously solved tickets contain high-quality solution material
that helps the staff to fix issues the de-signed IT-Support system separates lowfrom high-quality solution material. This paper presents (a) theory- and practicalmotivated design requirements that describe the need for automatically retrieved
solution material, (b) develops two major design principles to retrieve domainspecific and high-quality solution material, and (c) evaluates the instantiations of
them as a prototype with organic real-world data. The results show that
previously solved tickets of a company can be pre-processed and retrieved to ITSupport staff based on their current queries.
Keywords: DSR, IT-Support, high-quality retrieval, AI, ontology
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Introduction

More and more information technologies (IT) are getting deployed in organizations and
so increase the complexity of infrastructures. While the day-to-day operations are
dependent on the continuous availability of these complex IT services the IT-Support
is under high pressure when fixing all issues as fast as possible. Whenever IT services
stop operating or fail the user can often not continue to work. In other words: The
company loses money. To fix an issue, general solution materials are often not
sufficient as they do not apply to company-specific errors. Instead, domain-specific
solution materials are needed. We define domain-specific solution materials as
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descriptions of solutions that take specific software versions, special configurations for
companies, company-specific hardware equipment, dependencies between soft-/
hardware components, and country-specific properties/laws into account. To decrease
downtime and to provide the IT-Support staff, also called agents, with domain-specific
high-quality solution material an IT-Support Support System (SUSY) is built in this
paper and instantiated as an artifact. A typical workflow after an error occurred to get
the IT services running again is as follows. First, the user opens a support request, also
called a ticket, and describes the (un)precise error that occurred. The agent then seeks
all information needed to identify the problem, categorizes the ticket, and may ask for
additional relevant data and communicates with the user. Based on all information the
agent tries to solve the problem either by their domain-expert-knowledge or by
consulting documentation of the company. Latter often takes a lot of time due to
manually searching information in various databases. During the process of solutionfinding, all relevant data are being written down in the ticket, making tickets potentially
high-quality solution materials that contain the domain knowledge of the organization
with step-by-step solutions. This research paper will focus on previously solved tickets
to retrieve solution material because (a) they contain precise domain knowledge and
(b) are a good complement next to often outdated and resource-intensive knowledge
bases. To provide agents with solution material the information retrieval (IR) literature
can be used. Nevertheless, while general-purpose solutions also retrieve general
solution materials that are not applicable for agents, this paper builds a domain-specific
solution material retrieval system. Further, the retrieval system is combined with an
algorithm that ensures that agents are only provided with high-quality solution material
because thousands of tickets are written every day and most of them do not contain
useful information, e.g., “solved the issue”. Therefore, solution materials with useful
information need to be separated from the ones without. Hence, we define high-quality
solution material in this paper as the solution material which was separated from lowquality solution material that does not contain useful information to help solve issues.
Based on relevant literature requirements for the agents during the solution-finding
process are identified and design principles (DPs) for the development of SUSY are
derived. SUSY will help agents by providing them with domain-specific and highquality solution material. Finally, this will support agents to find solution material fast
and to have more time for documentation of new issues and communication to users.
The goal of this paper is to develop DPs that will show researchers and practitioners
how to build a SUSY e.g., for rebuilding and improving IT-Support systems. Hence,
we formulated the following research question: How can we use previously solved
tickets to provide agents with domain-specific and high-quality solution material? To
achieve the goal and generate the output Figure 1 shows the DSR process accordingly
to Peffers et al. [23] to design and evaluate the DPs following the problem-centered
approach. First, an overview of related work will be given that – next to the introduction
– motivates the study and shows the objective of the solution. Second, SUSY will be
designed and developed based on design requirements (DRs) and DPs which will be
instantiated as design features (DFs). Third, the DRs and DPs will be demonstrated as
a prototype to multiple focus groups. Last, the DPs and the DFs will be evaluated before
a discussion and the conclusion will close the paper.
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Fig. 1. DSR approach according to Peffers et al. [23]
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Related Work and Theoretical Background

IT-Support departments are a critical success factor for continuous delivery of IT
services for companies and the costs of missing availability can be enormous [12].
There are different data-driven approaches for IT-Support that draw from an
interdisciplinary field, such as software engineering, data management, and statistics
[12].
By analyzing future events, the failure of systems can be predicted through online
failure prediction methods like failure tracking, symptom monitoring, undetected error
auditing, and detected error reporting [32]. Many companies route tickets to the
corresponding team based on a classification. This classification can be automatized,
e.g. by classifying labels in issue tracking systems based on the textual description of
an issue [1]. The time needed to fix an issue is an important key performance indicator.
Following, predicting the time needed to resolve an incident [15] can help to prioritize
work, to allocate resources, to calculate a budget, and to communicate with customers
about the time when an issue is fixed [37].
In this paper, we will focus on providing agents with solution material with attention
to previously solved tickets. Only a few studies [38, 39] focus on this topic and use
ticket summaries to recommend a solution. First, the authors analyze the quality of the
possible resolutions to rank them higher/lower according to the quality of the ticket.
Second, to recommend a solution, they use a deep neural network ranking model that
uses similarity of the summary of the ticket and all possible previously solved tickets
together with the measured textual quality from step one. While these studies [38, 39]
work with automatically generated incident logs, we focus on user-generated
unstructured textual data in the form of tickets making it potentially more complex to
compare issues as humans describe the same scenarios in different ways than machines.
The used real-world datasets are company IT-Support tickets and represent organic
data [36], which can be leveraged for higher design knowledge relevance. State-of-theart text classification can be done with Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) [6]. However, to analyze our organic data we turn to IR
Literature for suitable techniques on how to retrieve solution materials [2]. IR
encompasses techniques to find information based on unstructured data. They range
from indexing, filtering, to searching techniques [2, 30]. Filtering techniques are based
on natural language processing (NLP) and e.g., remove punctuations, or lemmatize
words. Indexing techniques map documents and their content (words) to specific
numbers that represent the document (e.g., a keyword score that denotes the importance
of a word for a document). These indices summarize the information in a document and
allow searching techniques to retrieve and compare information more rapidly e.g., with
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linear search algorithms, or brute force search [30]. These IR techniques can be applied
as general-purpose solutions to IT-Support to extract keywords from tickets to find
relevant solution materials [18]. These keywords can be maintained (e.g., protégé editor
[20]) and extended by word2vec approaches [27] or by manually adding keywords.
Because many previously solved tickets do not contain useful information, we turn
to NLP techniques and machine learning (ML) algorithms to detect the quality of
solution materials. As shown in [17, 21, 29] the quality of a text can be assessed by
extracting text features with NLP (e.g., number of words, timeliness, relevancy, length
of the text, the ratio of number of characters to the number of sentences, the ratio of
stop words to the number of words, uniqueness measured by term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf), readability measured by Coleman-Liau score), labeling
the text quality (e.g., experts, crowdsource), and training an ML algorithm (e.g.: support
vector machine, k-nearest neighbor, logistic regression) with the labels and text
features.
Overall, to the best of our knowledge, there do not exist IT-Support systems that (a)
use domain-specific vocabulary when retrieving solution material and (b) differentiate
between high-/low-quality solution material. However, some similarities have been
identified with peer support systems, which focus more on the social interaction among
its systems, and especially among its peers, and less on the quality issues of each
element [16]. To contribute to the existing literature on IT-Support we guide the
development of our holistic system that takes domain-specific and high-quality solution
material into account and present SUSY.

3

Designing SUSY

3.1

Developing Design Requirements

To ensure that the real-world problems of all IT-Support stakeholders will be
considered we (a) conducted literature research about IT-Support and its related
problems and challenges, especially in day-to-day routines, and (b) conducted 21 indepth interviews with stakeholders of the IT-Support e.g., agents, knowledge managers,
global managers, etc. To generalize our outcome, we conducted the in-depth interviews
with stakeholders from three different IT-Support departments around the globe.
Through the formulated DRs the first part of the objectives of the DSR approach
according to Peffers et al. [23] is addressed.
While agents are under high pressure and the complexity of infrastructures rises,
they often struggle to find appropriate solution material. Automatically retrieved
knowledge (DR1) would help them find solutions faster because in most cases they still
search manually in different databases. This would especially help low-skilled agents.
These are often found in external IT-Support departments that have been outsourced
[4, 13, 22]. The manual search often takes a long time with up to 30 minutes until
information about a specific error has been retrieved, opening a huge potential for
automatically supplying agents with solution material. Nevertheless, different
companies offer different IT services that vary in complexity and configuration. The
retrieved solution material needs to take this domain-specific vocabulary of the
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company into account when providing agents with solution material of the exact error
(DR2). This domain-specific solution material needs to be found especially when the
IT-Support is outsourced [4, 10].
Not all tickets are useful as solution material to solve tickets. A ticket might address
the same problem but might not be suitable as a guide for solution-seeking agents
resulting in wasted time reading the low-quality solution materials that may only
contain “solved the problem on phone. Ticket closed”. Hence, these low-quality
solution materials need to be found and separated (DR3) from the high-quality solution
materials. As the basis of the problem space, all derived DRs were evaluated in a
formative artificial way to match the real-world problems of the IT-Support
stakeholders. Accordingly, we asked the stakeholders in the in-depth interviews as well
as in subsequent meetings and received great approval after iteratively adapting the
DRs several times according to the high-quality feedback gained. After receiving no
additional new feedback to further develop the DRs the interview series was stopped
after 21 in-depth interviews. The DRs can be found in Figure 2 together with the derived
DPs and instantiated DFs.

Fig. 2. Derived DRs with the developed DPs and instantiated DFs
3.2

Design Principles for Solution Material Retrieval

Based on the design requirements, we developed two major DPs to (a) provide
agents with domain-specific and (b) high-quality solution material based on previously
solved tickets. With these DPs we want to address scholars as well as practitioners to
build and improve a SUSY for the IT-Support. The DPs follow the anatomy of Gregor
et al. [9] to ensure better reusability and describe the aim, users, implementer, context,
mechanism, and rationale. Further, a recommendation that summarizes the whole DP,
a visual representation to better understand the core of the DP, and an exemplary
technology for implementation to increase the reusability, was added. Ultimately, two
DPs were formulated.
DP1 (see Table 1) is informed by the IR literature (e.g.: [2, 19, 20, 27, 30]). It
describes how to provide agents with solution material automatically based on their
current ticket. In this paper, NLP is used in combination with an ontology. Different
NLP techniques are used: (1) Tokenization, (2) removal of numbers, (3) removal of
punctuation, (4) lower casing, (5) lemmatization, and (6) stop word removal. We
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created our ontology using a semi-automated approach. Since the ticket data we use for
our project already contains tags that relate tickets to categories (e.g., “password”), we
used these tags to initially populate our ontology. Furthermore, we applied keyword
extraction methods (tf-idf) and used word embeddings to extend the ontology. To be
able to find new terms, we trained a word2vec model on the ticket data. We used this
model to find similar terms (or nearest neighbors) to the words already present in the
ontology (using cosine similarity) as proposed by [25]. The identified candidate terms
were shown to domain experts to evaluate the quality of the results. If deemed relevant
the new terms were added to the ontology. These new terms included previously
missing concepts and synonyms (e.g., “PW” as an acronym for password) or
translations of already known terms. The newly added terms were then appended to the
similarity queries on the word2vec model, allowing us to find even more candidate
words through this iterative approach. The procedure was discontinued after no new
candidate terms were found through the described similarity query. We clustered all
ontology terms based on their word vectors derived from word2vec using k-means to
segregate the data into meaningful categories. We determined the optimal number of
clusters using the within-cluster sums of squares and average silhouette methods. To
ensure quality, these clusters were once again evaluated by domain experts.
DP2 (see Table 2) is informed by the literature of text mining and ML (e.g.: [7, 17,
21, 26, 29]) and describes how to separate low-/high-quality solution material to
provide agents with high-quality solution material only. In a first step, a set of
previously solved tickets needs to be labeled manually according to their solution
material quality, e.g., 1 = high-quality, 0 = low-quality. Next, the first feature
readability is extracted based on the Coleman-Liau score. NLP then pre-processes
tickets (Tokenization, removal of numbers, removal of punctuation, lower casing, and
lemmatization) and automatically extracts more text features, that are, number of
sentences, number of verbs, number of nouns, number of stop words, and individuality
measured by the sum of the tf-idf indices of a ticket. In the next step, these features
have to be compared to select the most appropriate ones for the classification task, e.g.
with a Chi-square test. With the final text features and the labels, ML algorithms are
trained and then detect low-/high-quality solution material in new sets of tickets. In the
last step, the low-quality solution materials are deleted from the set of solution
materials, resulting in providing agents with high-quality solution material only.
Through continuous feedback from agents during the operation of SUSY, the low/high-quality solution material detection can further learn resulting in potentially better
results the more agents use SUSY.
Table 1. DP1: Provide agents with problem-solution material based on current ticket
Aim, users, and implementer
To provide agents (users) with solution material to solve new issues, similar tickets have to
be found from a system (aim) developed by a programmer (implementer)
Context, mechanism
A set of previously solved tickets needs to be compared to a new ticket (context) to retrieve
the solution material. This is done by comparing the similarity between new and previously
solved tickets considering the domain-specific vocabulary. To do this, an ontology can be
built e.g., with a semi-automatic approach that creates the ontology based on frequently
occurring terms (e.g., tf-idf algorithm). The ontology can be extended by word embeddings
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(word2vec), adding similar neighboring terms, or by manually adding words to the ontology
(e.g., by agents or knowledge manager). To further improve an ontology its terms can be
structured and grouped using clustering algorithms. When comparing tickets, the tickets can
be reduced to their most important domain-specific terms. Viewing tickets as a set of those
terms, similarity can be measured through metrics like Jaccard similarity.
Rationale
Overall, new and previously solved tickets are compared because already solved similar
tickets can provide the needed solution material for the current ticket and manual search for
solution materials is time-consuming. Next to the ontology, NLP has to be used for various
pre-processing steps [14, 31]. These include tokenization, lemmatization, stop word removal
[34], part-of-speech tagging [28], dotation removal, number handling, lowercasing, and
stemming [5].
Recommendation
Find similar previously solved tickets to a new ticket, extract the solution material, and
provide it to agents.
Visual representation

Technology for implementation
For NLP we recommend using Python with its’ powerful libraries e.g., Stanza for 66
languages [26]. Servers from Microsoft Azure can be used to deploy the code online e.g., the
free Azure App Service “F1” with 1 GB RAM, shared kernels, 1 GB storage, and Linux as
the operating system. If the whole code-base is saved on GitHub one can build a “pipeline”
e.g., between GitHub and the Microsoft Azure App Service to automatically deploy code
online when pushing it to GitHub. To create and maintain an ontology one can use the Protégé
editor [20]. It allows for the easy creation of ontologies using the web ontology language
(OWL) [19]. Furthermore, new classes and instances can be imported using spreadsheets.
More advanced text mining techniques like the mentioned word2vec can be applied using the
Python library Gensim [27], but it should be kept in mind that they need a vast amount of
textual data to produce reasonable results. Clustering and feature extraction (e.g. tf-idf) can
be done with scikit-learn [7].
Table 2. DP2: Provide only high-quality tickets as potential solution material
Aim, users, and implementer
To provide the domain-specific solution material retrieval system (user, see DP1) with highquality solution materials (aim) a programmer (implementer) must develop an algorithm that
detects the low-quality solution materials and separates them from the high-quality solution
materials (aim).
Context, mechanism
A set of previously solved tickets (context) needs to be processed with NLP to create text
features that are used within ML algorithms that assess the quality of solution materials
(mechanism).
Rationale
The high- and low-quality solution materials need to be separated because only the latter
contain well-documented step-by-step solution materials in a way that is understandable for
agents. Only the consideration of several text features leads to a selection of the right tickets
for the database. According to Otterbacher [21], for measuring the quality of product reviews,
the number of sentences and number of words are strongly correlated with the relevance of
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the review, which is the most important of five criteria for assessing quality. Similar results
of the length of a post about its quality were found by Rhyn & Blohm [29] for crowdsourcing
texts; it was their strongest predictor. Liu et al. [17] examined the quality of product reviews
based on the characteristics of informativeness, subjectivity, and readability.
Recommendation
Use an algorithm (e.g., logistic regression, k nearest neighbor) for identifying low-quality
tickets that considers the most relevant features (e.g., uniqueness, number of verbs,
readability, and number of stop words) in terms of ticket quality.
Visual representation

Technology for implementation
For NLP we recommend Python and Stanza [26]. Several different ML algorithms, e.g., from
scikit-learn [7], should be tested with different combinations of the extracted text features
according to the domain-specific tickets. To measure uniqueness, one can take the sum of the
tf-idf indices of a ticket. For readability, the Python package readability 0.3.1 can be used for
readability grades such as Coleman-Liau score as well as for further sentence information
such as characters per word, word per sentence, etc. To identify the most likely feature
candidates that are irrelevant for classification the Chi-squared method from scikit-learn can
be used [7]. To label the data, multiple agents should be asked to assess the quality of the
tickets to train the algorithms. To measure inter-rater reliability Cohen’s kappa can be used.

3.3

SUSY and its Design Features

The DPs were applied to design SUSY and its core DFs. Figure 3 illustrates the built
DFs derived from the DPs. SUSY is deployed on two Microsoft Azure Web Apps.
While the backend is deployed on a Linux-based Web App and written in Python, the
frontend is deployed on a Windows-based Web App and written in PHP/ Node.JS. The
frontend communicates with the backend by an application programming interface.
Whenever agents need solution material, they can simply go to the website of the
frontend and either paste the query of the user or search for specific terms (DF1: search
field). The matching system of SUSY then uses its domain-specific knowledge base
and understands the company-specific content of the request. To match the request with
a potential solution material the ontology uses the vocabulary and tags the request with
the relevant terms. Then, the ontology compares the tags of the request with the
potential solution materials and displays the top five matches. We call these matches
highly relevant because they are semantically similar and contain the domain-specific
information an agent needs to resolve an issue (DF2: solution material retrieval). A
total of five solution materials are presented to the agents and are of high quality only
(DF3: low-/high-quality separation). This is provided by the data logic of the backend
that pseudonymizes all tickets accordingly to the general data protection regulation and
analyzes all potential solution material whether they contain high-quality solution
material. Only the pseudonymized tickets of high quality are stored as solution material
for the company/agents. To see the perceived quality of solution material agents are
given the opportunity to rate solution materials (DF4: rating tool). This helps twofold:
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Firstly, the agents can see which provided solution materials contain perceived highquality solutions briefly. Secondly, the algorithm that evaluates the quality of the
solution material (DF3) automatically receives feedback and can learn through the
human-in-the-loop design. Thus, the agents receive potentially more high-quality
tickets the more they use the system.

Fig. 3. The user interface of SUSY and corresponding design features

4

Evaluation of the DPs and Artifacts

The DPs were evaluated according to the FEDS framework from Venable et al. [35]
following the evaluation strategy technical risk and efficacy. The design principles were
evaluated (a) via a technical experiment by instantiating the DP1 and DP2 as specific
design features (DF2 and DF3, see Figure 4) and evaluating the performance of the
algorithms using real-world data as a summative-naturalistic evaluation, and (b) via an
initial prototype evaluation that demonstrates the useability of the instantiated DPs in a
summative-naturalistic evaluation (all DFs) with future users of SUSY [24, 35].
According to [11] the evaluation is analytical and experimental to highlight the practical
relevance, usefulness, and performance of the artifact in a real-world scenario.
DF2 (solution material retrieval), which is mainly based on DP1, matches a query
to potential solution material. To prove the value of DF2 a database of 963 unique
tickets of high-quality solution material was used. We searched solution material for 40
different random queries that are based on previously solved tickets to make the
evaluation as realistic as possible. Because it is from high interest that agents are
provided with very precisely matched solution materials we decided for precision as
the key metric. DF2 presents the agents with a maximum of five solution materials.
These retrieved solution materials have been evaluated whether they would help to
solve the query or not. The ontology was refined by iteratively adding new terms to its
vocabulary using the method described in DP1. After several iterations, our final
artifact reached a precision of 0,87 for matching high-quality solution material to
domain-specific queries. In comparison, a tf-idf search algorithm has been evaluated to
the same queries and data set and only reached a precision of 0,29 which shows the
applicability of the ontology-based retrieval.
DF3 (low-/high-quality separation), which is mainly based on DP2, detects lowquality solution material based on extracted text features and deletes the low-quality
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solutions. First, a total of 800 tickets were labeled from two different persons with a
Cohen’s kappa of 0,71, suggesting a substantial agreement between the annotators.
Next, the dataset was split into a training (n = 480) and an evaluation (n = 320) dataset,
and the algorithms k nearest neighbor, logistic regression, decision tree, support vector
machine, and two-class-Bayes were evaluated. Because it is important to detect as many
low-quality solution materials as possible, we decided for the recall of low-quality
solution materials as the key metric. The final model (logistic regression with the
features number of verbs, uniqueness, readability, and number of stop words) reached
a recall of 0,91 for detecting the class of low-quality solution material as indicated in
Table 3. This table also shows the accuracy, F1, recall, and precision based on the
weighted average as well as the precision for the class of low-quality solution materials.

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the instantiations of DP1 and DP2
Table 3. DF3 Evaluation – class of low-quality (lq) and weighted average (wa)
Algorithm
k-nn
Log. Reg.
Dec. Tree
SVM
2Class Bayes

Reclq
0,81
0,91
0,81
0,80
0,88

Preclq
0,70
0,72
0,74
0,79
0,68

Acc
0,68
0,74
0,71
0,75
0,68

Recwa
0,68
0,74
0,71
0,73
0,68

Precwa
0,67
0,73
0,70
0,73
0,67

F1wa
0,67
0,73
0,70
0,73
0,62

F1wa[Train]
0,82
0,63
0,71
0,70
0,59

To further evaluate the DPs through instantiations SUSY was evaluated as a
summative-artificial evaluation through five focus groups with stakeholders of the ITSupport of five to six people each. To analyze the strengths and weaknesses of SUSY
qualitative techniques were used. Based on these results of the “start, stop, continue”
exercise the DPs, as well as the DFs, were further developed. Last, the System Usability
Scale [3] to evaluate the overall usability of SUSY was used. The dataset of the
participants was limited to the participants of the focus groups because they are the
alpha tester. The data provides preliminary evidence to suggest that the alpha version
of SUSY already has good usability, with a score of 76,4 (n = 18) [3]. Overall, the DPs
have been evaluated as instantiations in summative-naturalistic ways using real-world
data. While SUSY is still in the alpha phase the prototype proves preliminary evidence
for good useability, and DF2 and DF3 already show sufficient results regarding
previous studies: DF2 reached a precision of 0,87 based on 40 queries. For comparison,
in [33] ten queries were evaluated with an ontology-based retrieval system for ITSupport that reached a precision of 0,86 compared to a keyword-based approach that
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reached a precision of 0,13. DF3 reached a recall of 0,91 to detect low-quality solution
materials while in a similar study [29] crowd-support texts were analyzed and the
detection of low-quality texts reached a recall of 0,75.

5

Discussion, Implications, and Future Work

This paper presents a way to provide the IT-Support with domain-specific (DP1) and
high-quality (DP2) solution material based on previously solved tickets and a domainspecific ontology. Based on issues from the IT-Support we generated DRs applicable
for agents during the solution-finding process. These DRs describe the call for solution
material (DR1), considering the domain-specific vocabulary (DR2), and the detection
of low-quality solution material to separate them from the high-quality data (DR3).
Based on these DRs DPs were derived and DFs were instantiated as a prototype while
all outputs of the DSR paper were constantly evaluated during all stages. There is a
known body of knowledge to retrieve solution material for the IT Support e.g., from
IR, ML, and data mining communities. By combining these known solutions the
identified novel problems were solved making SUSY an exception that shows a new
solution to a known problem [8].
The DPs are formulated based on an anatomy that gives deep insides into the
theoretical and practical decisions done. Hence, we not only share design knowledge in
the form of DPs but also give relevant tips for the implementation and present examples
for the selection of technologies. The used data is based on an organic [36] real-world
dataset of tickets that companies have made available to us. This means that the data is
not designed and was not generated for research purposes. The instantiated DP1
provides preliminary evidence that a domain-specific ontology is well suited to retrieve
precise solution material (precision = 0,87). The ontology was created with a semiautomatic approach based on frequently occurring terms and was extended by manually
adding important keywords. In future research, we want to extend the ontology with
word-embeddings. DP2 provides that text mining techniques in combination with ML
algorithms predict low-quality solution material with a high recall (recall = 0,91). In
specific, logistic regression with four text features was used. In future studies, we want
to add non-text features, e.g., the total time to fix and the number of involved agents to
further improve the algorithm.
The derived DPs allow future research in that direction and so are not without
limitations. The DPs and DFs were only evaluated with alpha testers and SUSY will
soon be rolled out to more testers to gain deeper insights. In upcoming works, we also
want to show that the derived DPs increase the productivity of agents and want to derive
more DPs that focus on highlighting the unstructured text in different parts (e.g.:
solution, problem, noise) to analyze the unstructured text faster.
In conclusion, we focused on (1) deriving theoretically and practically grounded
DRs, (2) developing DPs and their artifacts, (3) evaluating each instantiation, and (4)
evaluating the summative-naturalistic design of SUSY. Addressing these four steps, a
set of DPs to support the development and instantiation of future support systems for
the IT-Support were presented. Through the DPs and DFs, we hope to inspire
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researchers to rebuild/further develop SUSY to solve the day-to-day problems of the
IT-Support when searching for solution material as the IT-Support is one of the most
important departments of a company and keeps all IT services running.
This research is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) and supervised by PTKA (Project HISS - 02K18D060).
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